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Part I

Background
International Space University (ISU) and the Space Studies Program 2011 at TU Graz, Austria

The Guidebook on Small Satellite Programs (Go SSP) was developed under the ISU team project framework.

Go SSP was conducted in cooperation with UN OOSA under the Basic Space Technology Initiative of the UN Programme on Space Applications.

The guidebook:
- Provides principal considerations necessary for such a program
- Is written as a primer for decision-makers
The Team

- 39 participants, 24 countries
- Majority were non-native English speakers
- Diverse professional backgrounds
- Many participants were experienced with small satellites
Main challenges faced:
- Organizational structure
- Final product
- Keeping team on track

Main lessons learned:
- Overcome language barriers early
- Maximize off-hours
- Parallel vs. serial tasks
Work Flow

Listen to experts…
Work Flow

Brainstorm and develop ideas…
Work Flow

Present ideas and receive feedback…
Work Flow

Rework ideas and develop into concrete solutions...
Work Flow

Compile solutions into the final products…
Work Flow

Finally…
Part II

The Guidebook on Small Satellite Programs
To create a guidebook aimed at decision-makers in academia, government, and industry interested in developing space capabilities using small satellite programs.
Go SSP Contents

- Provides a broad overview of initial considerations
- Demonstrates to the reader the usefulness of small satellites:
  - Fulfills similar role as larger counterparts in areas such as remote sensing, disaster monitoring, vessel tracking
  - Innovative and cost-effective space based capabilities
- Includes recommendations, best practices, lessons learned
- Four small satellite missions analyzed throughout the report
- Impresses upon the reader that a significant commitment is required, but the payoff is similarly significant
Go SSP Layout

- Why small satellites?
- What can be accomplished?
- Who is involved?
- What legal and regulatory issues exist?
- How is the program concept envisioned?
- How is the mission concept implemented?
e.g. BRITE Austria Case Study

- Rationales: education and national prestige purposes
- Application: space science (star observations)
- Partners: numerous national and international partners are detailed
- Legal: Austria has created a national legal framework to support its satellite activities
- Implementation details: ground/user segment, launch, and orbital parameters detailed
Go SSP Future

- Go SSP website: gossip.isunet.edu
- Go SSP follow up:
  - A revision of the report is being planned
  - Other projects being explored
- Subsequent Go SSP activities might take on a different form than the ISU framework
Closing Remarks

- Despite challenges, the Go SSP experience enriched the team.
- The Guidebook is starting point for developing an improved and more detailed document.
- Team members are still interested in carrying the work forward.
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